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Paul Foley

From: Rex B Jarrell III [rexjarrell@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 05, 2017 12:24 PM
To: Paul Foley
Subject: Against artificial turf proposed by MV@PLAY

To the Martha’s Vineyard Commission, 
 
I am a taxpaying resident of West Tisbury, parent, alumnus of Edgartown School and MVRHS, former athlete, 
current soccer coach and environmentalist wishing to voice my opposition to the proposal to install synthetic 
turf on Martha’s Vineyard.  
 
I am concerned about high costs, changing the character of the Island, toxicity, injury rates, lack of regulation, 
environmental implications, investing in plastics, massive solid waste production, and potential missed 
opportunities for private-public partnership that can support development of sustainable maintenance of island 
resources such as these community facilities. My understanding from review of presented information, and 
further research, is that there is no maintenance proposal for the synthetic turf proposal. The sometimes 
acrimonious communications from supporters of the proposal also cuts into willingness of community members 
to stand up and have an honest discussion.  
 
The proposal's acceptance by school leadership seems to add controversy that may be keeping a thorough 
community dialogue from happening. Since the Superintendent's office has signed off on the proposal, the 
possibility for a department such as the horticulture program to partner with green development partners such as 
may well be available at the world class outfit at Vineyard Golf could easily be sidelined. The possibility for 
turf management jobs for locals, as well as higher level educational program development via ACEMV are 
within reach if supported by parameters the Commission can establish that the fields and facilities create and 
follow community and site appropriate regenerative standards (beyond sustainable, you may well be aware that 
regenerative practices include composting and advanced water conservation, and that the open-mindedness and 
willingness to address unforeseen ramifications or problems resulting from implementation of a plan can more 
nimbly become stimuli leading to additional solutions).  
 
Our community needs your support in meeting the set of risks and opportunities this project presents. It is 
exactly the kind of work the community and state gave you authority to do in 1974, and that you and your 
predecessors have diligently advanced since. Please keep setting a great example of conservation with 
innovation that includes stimulation of well-informed, healthy public discourse and locally-resourced problem 
solving. Thank you for your careful consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rex Jarrell 
 
69 NewLane 
West Tisbury  
(508) 641-4893 
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